SUCCESS STORIES

"Many thanks to AICTE !!!. I was admitted for electronics engineering in 2012. Engineering education in J & K is limited. I built my career due to this scholarship only. Online process as explained on AICTE website is a must for all. All the best."

Ishfaq Mir

"PMSSS provides us a full financial support in order to persuade our degree through dream institutions in rest of the country. Also it helps us to stand on our feet by giving us an opportunity to get placed in good companies."

Rasgotra Saahil Sharma

"I am pursuing Engineering and I am beneficiary of PMSSS. I am thankful to AICTE and MHRD for providing me PMSSS scholarship which helped me in achieving my goals in life."

Syed Tufail

Indrabi

"I hail from remote region of Ladakh and currently undergoing through BDS internship after completing successfully my four year BDS course. I got full scholarship under the PMSSS.I am thankful to AICTE for giving me such a wonderful platform to pursue my dream."

Ashiq Hussain

"I am studying at Army Institute of Technology, Pune under PMSSS. This is an opportunity J&K student should not miss. Explore the world and make our country proud. Please never fall prey to NGOs / agents. Take admission in college allotted AICTE only."

Babita

"I am originally from Sopore town. Currently I am pursuing BDS degree. I wish become dental surgeon and help people of my country. I could pursue my dream because of PMSSS."

Aaqib Ahmad Shah

"I am thankful to receive PMSSS scholarship, which has fulfilled my dream of completing MBBS course. It was otherwise impossible and further aiming of becoming ENT Surgeon. This scholarship can build careers of students of J&K and can help build nation."

Apuva

"I am pursuing B. Tech. through the PMSSS. I am an orphan. It was impossible for me to pursue my dream of higher studies. AICTE scheme helped me a lot through my journey. I am now able to lead an independent life."

Sonam Lado